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Abstract
Researches in novel viewpoint synthesis majorly focus
on interpolation from multi-view input images. In this pa-
per, we focus on a more challenging and ill-posed problem
that is to synthesize novel viewpoints from one single in-
put image. To achieve this goal, we propose a novel deep
learning-based technique. We design a full resolution net-
work that extracts local image features with the same res-
olution of the input, which contributes to derive high reso-
lution and prevent blurry artifacts in the final synthesized
images. We also involve a pre-trained depth estimation net-
work into our system, and thus 3D information is able to be
utilized to infer the flow field between the input and the tar-
get image. Since the depth network is trained by depth order
information between arbitrary pairs of points in the scene,
global image features are also involved into our system. Fi-
nally, a synthesis layer is used to not only warp the observed
pixels to the desired positions but also hallucinate the miss-
ing pixels with recorded pixels. Experiments show that our
technique performs well on images of various scenes, and
outperforms the state-of-the-art techniques.
1. Introduction
Synthesizing images of novel viewpoints is widely inves-
tigated in computer vision and graphics. Most works in this
topic focus on using multi-view images to synthesize view-
points in-between [19, 4, 2, 16, 31, 14, 15]. In this paper, we
consider extrapolation, and we take a step further to do ex-
trapolation from one single input image. This technique is
quite useful for many applications, such as multi-view ren-
dering in virtual reality, light field reconstruction from less
recording[15], and image post-processing like image refo-
cusing. However, this task is very challenging for two major
reasons. First, some parts of the scene may be not observed
in the input viewpoint but are required for novel ones. Sec-
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ond, 3D information is lacking for single view input but is
crucial to determine pixel changes between viewpoints. Al-
though very challenging, we observe that human brains are
always able to imagine novel viewpoints. The reason is that
human brains have learned in our daily lives to understand
the depth order of objects in a scene [1] and infer what the
scene looks like when viewing from another viewpoint.
Inspired by human brains, we use deep neural networks
to learn to synthesize novel viewpoint from a light field
dataset (A result is shown in Figure. 1). We believe that
for novel viewpoint synthesis, both global and local image
features are important. And our key observation is that af-
ter modeling the process as two steps: depth prediction and
depth-based image warping, the extraction of the two kinds
of features can be decoupled. Depth estimation from a sin-
gle image is ill-posed, so global high-level image features
are required to tackle the problem. But given the depth,
only local image warping is required to synthesize the final
result, and local depth and color information are enough to
determine the warping. Based on this observation, we focus
on the two kinds of features in the two steps respectively.
First, we explicitly estimate depth information from im-
ages by global high-level image features. As learning global
features requires a large dataset to cover sufficient variations
and the current light field dataset is small and lack of cov-
erage, we leverage an existing large image dataset (421k
images) with labeled depth orders to pre-train a depth pre-
diction network [1]. Then, with the good depth information,
our view synthesis network is further trained to extract local
features directly from a light field dataset. As local features
do not have as much variations as global ones, current light
field datasets are relatively sufficient, which is also demon-
strated in our experiments.
However, the network design is not trivial to extract im-
portant local features for view synthesis. Existing deep
CNNs [12, 25, 11, 32, 22, 20, 30] majorly focus on extract-
ing global high level features, which have two key draw-
backs. First, global features are usually invariant to spatial
transformations (scale, translation, and rotation). It is not
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Figure 1: We propose a deep learning based method to synthesize surrounding novel views from one input center view. We
mark the coordinates of the center view as a yellow dot and a synthesized viewpoint as a red dot in a gray square, indicating
the relative position of the viewpoints. Here we show our results on Flower dataset (left two) and natural image dataset (right
two) at four extreme viewpoint positions. The zoomed-in regions contain both foreground and background whose relative
positions are changed according to the changes in viewpoint.
desired for novel view synthesis which needs to delicately
change the orientations of objects on the 2D image domain.
Second, global features are expected to be invariant to local
details. It is not desired either because local details need to
be correctly modified to guarantee a reasonable synthesis of
novel viewpoints. Based on these observations, we propose
a full resolution network (whose all layers are with the same
size of the input image) to encode content orientations and
images details, which benefit to achieve high quality and
high-resolution view synthesis.
Recently, a concurrent work [26] also uses deep learn-
ing to synthesize novel viewpoints from a single image for
flowers, where light field images of flowers are used to train
a network which first infers per-pixel depth values and then
synthesize a 4D light field by dilation convolutions. Com-
pared with this work, we have two major differences. First,
our network for depth prediction is trained on plenty of im-
ages from various scenes, instead of a small set of light field
images, so the depth prediction is expected to have better
generalization capability. Second, since the depth is ob-
tained by a pre-trained network, the following synthesizing
network only needs to combine local image features with
the depth to infer the local image warping. Thus our full
resolution network focuses on local features and does not
need dilation convolutions to enlarge receptive fields, where
gridding artifacts are inevitable.
We summarize our main contributions as follows:
• We propose a depth assisted full resolution network to
synthesize user-desired viewpoint from a single natu-
ral image, which achieves the state-of-the-art perfor-
mance over the existing techniques.
• We leverage a large image dataset for depth prediction,
which breaks the limitation caused by the small size of
the current light field datasets.
• We propose a full resolution network that extracts lo-
cal image features to warp local image details in the
synthesis.
2. Related work
View synthesis for scenes is a popular problem in both
computer vision and computer graphics. Usually, synthe-
sizing novel views requires estimating disparity from multi-
ple input images, and then the synthesis is performed by
warping input images with the disparity. [2, 4, 16] syn-
thesize automultiscopic images from stereo images. [31]
presents a disparity based method to reconstruct light field
from micro-image pairs. However, in our problem, the sur-
rounding views need to be predicted by a single image.
Recently, deep learning based methods have been uti-
lized in novel view synthesis. [6] is inspired by traditional
plane sweep algorithms and uses multiple input images to
learn the target image of a novel viewpoint. [13] learns a
set of transformation parameters describing the relationship
between the input image and the target image. [28] tries to
synthesize stereo image pairs from a single input image. It
just generates the corresponding right image from the left
image, without the controllability of the coordinates of the
target image. [14] presents a convolutional network based
method to morph a novel view from a stereo image pair.
[15, 27] synthesize novel views from four corner images,
which focus on reconstructing the light field from multiple
input images. [26] trains a network from flower dataset to
reconstruct the light field images from one single image.
View synthesis for objects is another related topic in
computer vision. The 3D structure of a single object can
be predicted by a single input image. [3] tries to synthe-
size an object at novel views from a single input image
by neural networks directly. [32] extends this method by
estimating an appearance flow. By considering the rela-
tionship between different viewpoints of the same object,
[29] proposes a network deriving from recurrent neural net-
work(RNN) for chair synthesis. Most recently, a genera-
tive adversarial network [10] is proposed by [21] to pre-
dict novel views from a single input image. Although these
methods can generate novel viewpoints that are quite differ-
ent from the input, they just work well on simple objects,
such as cars and chairs.
Single view depth estimation reconstructs per-pixel
depth of an input image, which is an important informa-
tion in the view synthesis task. [24] tries to predict depth by
learning algorithms. Deeper networks have also been tested
by [5, 18]. These methods have limited accuracy in natural
scenes because scene variations are restricted by the cover-
age of their training datasets. Inspired by depth based im-
age rendering, unsupervised methods [9, 7] based on stereo
constraints have shown great potential in depth estimation.
However, the camera parameters are required for these tech-
niques. Varying from previous methods, [1] proposes a rel-
ative depth-based framework to estimate depth for uncon-
strained images (“in the wild”). It leverages a large dataset
containing 421k images and performs well in deciding the
relative position of objects in the scenes.
3. Methods
Given a single image Ip at the center viewpoint p and
the position of a novel viewpoint q, our goal is to synthesize
a novel image Iq at the viewpoint q. This problem can be
formulated as:
Iq = Φ(Ip, q), (1)
where Φ is a function which defines the relationship be-
tween Iq and Ip. The view point position p and q are repre-
sented in a 2D coordinate system which centers at the view-
point of p and is orthogonal to the viewing direction.
We propose a depth assisted full resolution network for
novel view synthesis. In our pipeline, we train the network
to infer a flow field describing the relationship between the
input image and the novel view. Then we warp the input
image by the flow field. Following this strategy, we can
reformulate Equation. 1 as follows:
Fq = Φd(Ip, q), (2)
Iq = Φw(Ip, Fq), (3)
where Φd describes our network which predicts a pixel-
level flow field Fq for the novel view q. Φw is the warping
warping
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Figure 2: Network Structure. A full resolution network is
proposed for our problem. A depth, estimated by a pre-
trained depth predictor, is added as a feature map in the
network, as well as (u, v) denoting the coordinates of the
target viewpoint. Then, a flow field is decoded from the
combined feature and a warping layer is added at the end of
the network to synthesize the final target view.
method that warps the input image Ip with the flow field Fq
on viewpoint q.
3.1. Depth Assisted Full Resolution Network
In this section, we illustrate our depth assisted full res-
olution network for novel view synthesis (Figure. 2). The
encoder part of our full resolution network extracts impor-
tant local features from the input image. Then our depth
predictor, which is pre-trained on a large image dataset by
exploring global image information, estimates a depth map
of the input image. Next the local features and the depth are
fed into our decoder, as well as a 2-channel map indicating
the position of the target viewpoint. Finally, our decoder
translates the combined features into a warping field to syn-
thesize the final target image.
3.1.1 Encoder
The encoder is designed for extracting local features of the
input image. Following the method in [15], the encoder net-
work is a series of convolution kernels with different con-
volution kernel sizes but generating features of the same
resolution with the input image. A Rectified Linear Units
(ReLU) layer is added after each convolution layers. These
features will be used to rebuild the final transformed image.
Notice that we do not use pooling or batch normalization
for reducing the parameters and resolutions of the network
as they may be harmful to encode content orientations and
image details as discussed before.
3.1.2 Feature Connection
As shown in Figure. 2, we add the predicted relative depth,
estimated by [1], as a feature of the input image. [1] trains
a depth prediction network from the labeled depth ranking
of pixel pairs on one image. So the output indicates the
relative depth of the input images. 421k images, which are
gathered from Flickr and marked by crowdsourcing with the
relative depth ordering of two random pixels, are used for
training the network. We only take the forward output of
this network for extracting the depth of our input image be-
cause we do not have the ground truth depth for backward
training.
There are four main advantages for using this depth fea-
ture: Firstly, depth is a closely relevant feature of our flow
field. The relationship of depth Z and disparity D between
an input image and a novel view can be written as [28]:
D =
B(Z − f)
Z
, (4)
where B is the absolute distance between two viewpoints
and f is the focus. There is also a clear relationship between
the disparity Dq of novel view q and our flow field Fq:
Fq(s) = (Dq(s)×∆u,Dq(s)×∆v), (5)
where ∆u, ∆v are the differences of the viewpoint coor-
dinates in u, v direction, respectively. According to Equa-
tion. 4 and Equation. 5, depth information is very important
for estimating flow field. Secondly, [1] predicts the rela-
tive depth of an image, which gives a more clear relative
position relationship between objects than other methods
[5, 18]. And it is important to generate head motion parallax
for viewpoint transitions. Thirdly, the network for predict-
ing the depth has been trained by information (depth orders)
of two largely apart pixels, so large perception field is im-
plicitly considered by our network by involving the depth.
As the full resolution network preserves local features, we
have collected both local and global information for the fi-
nal synthesis. Finally, the dataset for training the depth pre-
dictor is very large in size and covers a large amount of
nature scenes, so it is important for the generalization capa-
bility of our system.
Besides the depth image connected to the network as a
feature layer in the end of the encoder part, the 2D coor-
dinates (u, v) of the novel view is also added as two layer
features which have the same size as the input image [15].
This is for giving the viewpoint information of the target to
the network.
3.1.3 Decoder
The network in this part estimates the dense flow for all
pixels. It has been demonstrated in several previous works
[32, 21] that synthesizing the flow from the input view to
novel views is better than generating the novel views by
networks directly. Notice that as we use backward inter-
polate method, the flow field is also used to handle the oc-
clusion regions which is not visible in the input. In this
case, the flow does not stand for real correspondences, but
is only used to hallucinate the occlusion regions, and is also
learned in our method. The network in this decoder part
contains four convolution layers. The first three are fol-
lowed by ReLU layers, while the last one is followed by
a Tanh layer.
3.1.4 Flow based warping
Following the idea of appearance flow [32] and the spa-
tial transform network [23], we apply flow based warping
method for synthesizing the final image. There is a clear
mathematical relationship between the predicted flow fields
and novel view images. For every pixel s in one novel view
image, its pixel value can be expressed as:
Iq(s) = Ip[s+ Fq(s)], (6)
where Fq(s) is the two-dimensional flow which is the out-
put of our neural network. Here, a backward warping is
utilized to transform the input image to the novel view as
the flow is defined at pixel s on the target view. Since the
warping function described in Equation. 6 is differentiable,
and the gradient can be calculated efficiently [13], all the
layers of our network are differentiable and the whole net-
work can be trained end-to-end in a supervised manner. The
details of our network can be found in Table 1.
Table 1: Network Structure
convolution size input channel output channel
E1 7× 7 3 32
E2 5× 5 32 64
E3 3× 3 64 128
E4 1× 1 128 192
D1 3× 3 195 192
D2 3× 3 192 128
D3 3× 3 128 64
D4 3× 3 64 2
3.2. Loss Function
The objective function C of our network can be written
as:
C = L1(Iq, Îq) + αLTV (Fq) (7)
The first part of the loss function is a traditional image
reconstruction error(L1), which restricts the similarity be-
tween the result Iq and the ground truth Îq . The second part
of our loss function is a total variation regularization for the
predicted flow field Fq . It is necessary to add the regular-
ization to our method because the total variation constraint
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Figure 3: Comparison with the state-of-art methods. We illustrate several selected patches on different viewpoints of different
input images. Our method shows clear results and few artifacts than other alternative methods. All viewpoints results can be
found in the supplementary video.
in the flow field Fq will guarantee smoothness and produce
high quantity results. we empirically set α = 0.001 for all
the experiments.
3.3. Training Details
3.3.1 Relative position for training
Lytro Illum camera captures the light field of a scene by a
regular microlens array. Because of the distances among
the viewpoints are much less than the distance between the
camera and the scene object, we assume all the viewpoints
are in a 2D u − v plane. In the training, we denote the
position of the center viewpoint pcenter(u, v) as [0, 0]. And
pnovel(u, v) ranges in [−3,+3]× [−3,+3], accordingly. To
make full use of the dataset, all light field images will have a
chance to be chosen as the center view, and the coordinates
of other images are determined by their relative positions to
the center image.
3.3.2 Datasets and Parameters
We have used two datasets for experiments and validates.
One is a light field dataset from [15] (VS100 dataset). It
contains 100 training images and 30 test images with the
angular resolution of 8 × 8 . Diverse scenes, such as cars,
flowers, and trees, are included in this dataset. It is a chal-
lenging dataset because it only contains limited number of
samples and their variations are complex. We have also
tested our method on a recent light field dataset [26] of flow-
ers (Flower dataset). This dataset contains 3433 light field
images of various kind of flowers. We randomly split flower
dataset as [26], getting 3233 for training and 100 for test-
ing. For the trade-off in time and space requirement of the
network, we randomly crop the original input image from
541× 376 to 320× 240 for training. We use a mini-batches
of 4 to have the best trade-off between speed and conver-
gence. In experiments, our network is trained in 12k itera-
tions. The whole experiment takes almost 2 days for train-
ing. Following the work of [15], the weights of our network
are initialized by Xavier [8] approach. We use ADAM [17]
for optimization, with β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999 and learning rate
of 0.0001.
4. Experiments
In this section, we first compare our method with some
baseline works on VS100 dataset.
Besides [26], we adapt the state-of-the-art methods for
stereo pair synthesis[28], for synthesis with multi-view
input[15] and for handling single object[32], to fit our
problem to perform the comparisons, because there are
few previous works focusing on synthesizing user-specified
novel viewpoints from one single nature image. As [26]
is our most relevant work, we also compare with it on the
Flower dataset, which is used in their experiments. Sev-
eral evaluation metrics, such as Peak Signal to Noise Ratio
(PSNR), structural similarity (SSIM) and Mean Absolute
Error (MAE), are used for the quantitative comparisons.
And image and video results are also demonstrated in our
paper and supplementary materials.
Then, to evaluate the effectiveness of our key contribu-
tions, i.e. the depth-assistant mechanism and the full resolu-
tion network, we further test our method by removing them
or replacing them with traditional solutions. The experi-
ments show that either of them is crucial to the final good
results of our technique. Next, we show more results of our
technique, where unconstrained images from the Internet
are also tested. Finally, we demonstrate the application of
our method on image refocusing and discuss the limitations
of our technique.
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Figure 4: Image reconstruction errors for different scenes in different viewpoints. Compared with the other methods, our
approach shows the minimum reconstruction errors.
4.1. Baseline methods
Here we introduce the necessary adaptations on the base-
line methods.
Deep3D [28] predicts the right view image from a sin-
gle left view image. Considering the GPU memory, we
use 100 disparity layers in total, and re-sample the disparity
range with 10 disparity levels on either the horizontal and
the vertical direction. For the network, we follow the origi-
nal Deep3D method. Features, which are extracted by pre-
trained VGG16 [25] network, are used for processing the
input view. Disparity candidates are rebuilt by connecting
the re-sampled high-level VGG16 features and other low-
level features.
LNVS [15] proposes a network to use four corner views
to predict novel views in-between. By replacing the four
corner input views to one center image, we extend this
method to our problem. Because there is only one view as
the input, other than the mean and variance of input views,
we just feed the 100 disparity levels as the 100 layer features
to the neural network.
AF [32] focuses on novel view synthesis for an object
and fly-through a scene. We extend this method by replac-
ing the transformation parameters of objects to viewpoint
coordinates directly.
4DLF [26] proposes a network for light field recon-
struction for flowers. To compare this method with our
method on a general dataset, we pre-train their network on
the Flower dataset as they proposed, and then fine-tune the
network to fit VS100 dataset at a lower learning rate. The
network trained directly on VS100 is also compared in Ta-
ble 2, denoted as 4DLF(VS100).
4.2. Comparisons on VS100 dataset
We test our method and the aforementioned four meth-
ods on all the 30 test images in the VS100 dataset and gen-
Table 2: Numerical comparison of our method and the state-
of-art methods. A larger value indicates better quality for
PSNR and SSIM, so does a less value for MAE.
PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ MAE ↓
4DLF(VS100)33.0853 0.8299 0.0328
4DLF 34.5788 0.8545 0.0285
LNVS 34.1789 0.8483 0.0282
Deep3D 34.9809 0.8567 0.0232
AF 35.5367 0.8531 0.0237
Ours 36.4401 0.8875 0.0202
erate 48 novel viewpoints for each image. By comparing
with the ground truth, we calculate three numeric metrics
and represent the average values in Table 2. We can clearly
see that our approach outperforms all the other methods.
Notice that except for our method, all the other ones do not
need the depth order dataset to train a depth predictor, but
we treat this as a contribution of our technique as it really
benefits to the task of single view-based viewpoint synthe-
sis and it only requires a pre-training step which can be per-
formed in advance and does not need to be changed in all
the following steps.
Besides the quantitative comparisons, we also show
some synthesized results in Figure 3.
For Deep3D, as the sampled disparities are quite sparse.
It is difficult to assign correct disparities for all patches in
images. As shown in the result in the second row, a small
part of the building is missed as its disparity is not correctly
estimated. For LNVS, without the constraints from the four
corner images, the cascade network generates blurring re-
sults. The same problem happens in 4DLF. As it tries to
learn by patches (192 × 192), it is more suitable for con-
strained scenes with large number of training samples, such
4DLF
Ours
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Figure 5: Comparison between 4DLF method and our
method on the test set of Flower dataset. Left histogram plot
is the MAE comparison between 4DLF and our method.
The mean MAE of our method is much lower than 4DLF.
As for the visual results on the right, as the second occlu-
sion network of 4DLF fails in some examples, the border
of the flower is not as good as our result. This difference is
better viewed by zooming in the figure.
as the Flower dataset. VS100 dataset is more challenging
as it contains various different natural scenes but a limited
number of samples, so it does not perform well in this situa-
tion. For our method, as we have better depth information to
infer disparity, we get noticeably better results. AF predicts
the flow of appearance by an encoder-decoder structure. As
illustrated before, this structure will not preserve pixel level
details for image transformations, and thus generates arti-
facts (see the edge of the building is no longer straight in
the result of the second row).
The reconstruction errors between the ground truth and
the synthesized novel view are also shown in Figure 4, and
our method shows the minimum reconstruction errors than
the other methods both in the views near (top row) the in-
put and in the corner views (bottom row). A more clear
demonstration for comparing the five methods is shown in
the video.
4.3. Comparisons on Flower dataset
We also compare our method and 4DLF[26] on the
Flower dataset. Our method is trained on the 320 × 240
random crops of the original image, while we train [26] as
reported in their paper. To fit our image ratio, we center
crop the original test images from 542 × 364 to 480 × 360
to perform the comparison. For our method, we resize the
test image to 320× 240 to fit our model. And we resize the
output results back to 480 × 360 for comparison. For [26],
we follow their methods to test the images on the same crop
of 480 × 360. Figure 5 shows the histogram of MAE er-
ror on the test dataset. The MAE of our method mainly
falls in the interval of [0.012, 0.023] where their MAE error
most falls in [0.015, 0.028]. The mean MAE error of our
method (0.0201) is also better than their method (0.0244).
Flow field of our method
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Figure 6: Evaluation of the key techniques of our method.
The top part shows the color-coded flow field estimated by
different alternative solutions, while the lower part shows
the corresponding synthesized results. For the method w/o
depth, the center of a flower is regarded as background,
leading to the incorrect transformation of the flower cen-
ter, shown in the purple rectangle. For the Encoder-decoder
method, the flow looks blurring as local features (such as
edges) are missing, leading the background to be translated
as foreground, shown in the green rectangle.
Figure 5 also shows the failure case of [26] in large oc-
clusion regions. As large occlusions are caused by large
depth discontinuity and their results are sensitive to depth
errors when synthesizing novel viewpoints, the failure case
indicates that 3D-CNN and dilated convolution used in [26]
cannot generate very accurate depth in these regions. More
comparisons of our method and 4DLF can be found in the
supplementary figure.
4.4. Evaluations
We first evaluate the full resolution network of our
method. We believe this network is more suitable for our
task of dense pixel value synthesis, compared with the tra-
ditional Encoder-Decoder network which is widely used for
tasks with sparse outputs, like [20] and [32]. As shown in
Table 3 and Figure 6, our full resolution network performs
better in our task. The underline reason is that the traditional
encoder and decoder network basically represents the input
image as low-resolution features with high dimension. As
features are already in low resolution, it is difficult to recon-
struct output images with highly accurate pixel positions.
Input Synthesized ViewsInput View
Figure 7: Although VS100 dataset is limited, our method
still shows good generalization capability to normal scenes.
This is an example of our method performed on a random
image from the Internet. We treat this image at the (0, 0) co-
ordinates of the light field, and feed it to our network to syn-
thesis the surrounding viewpoints. The right images show
the comparisons between the selected patches of the input
view and the four synthesized corner views at (−3,−3),
(−3, 3), (3,−3) and (3, 3), respectively.
From the green crop of Figure 6, because of the blurred flow
field, the background leaf transforms with the foreground
flower while our method shows the correct movement sim-
ilar to the ground truth.
Then we evaluate the effectiveness of involving depth in-
formation in our system. We know that depth is important
because it actually determines the disparity of scene objects
in different viewpoints. However, as depth estimation from
a single input is an ill-posed problem, we utilize a network
trained on a very large image dataset to get a reference depth
as good as possible. And as image warping can be fully de-
cided by local depth information, our synthesis network do
not need to focus on global image features when the depth
is already encoded in a feature layer. So involving depth
matches our full resolution network which mainly focuses
on local features. From Table 3 and Figure 6, the network
without predicted depth considers the border of flower and
the center of flower as background by their local colors,
generating artifacts indicated in the purple patch.
Table 3: Numerical comparison of our method and some
alternative solutions.
PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ MAE ↓
Using Encoder-Decoder 35.6235 0.8648 0.0215
W/O Predicted Depth 35.5281 0.8624 0.0224
Ours Full 36.4401 0.8875 0.0202
4.5. More results and Image Refocusing
Our method can handle images of various scenes, not
only the test images in the dataset, but also the Internet im-
ages. All our results are shown in the supplementary video
for a better demonstration. some example are shown in Fig-
ure 1 and 7, where local regions are correctly changed with
the change of the viewpoint.
As our method can also be regarded as a light field re-
construction technique from a single image (by synthesiz-
Input Image Focus Foreground Focus Background
Figure 8: Some image refocusing examples of our method.
The top example is from the test set of Flower dataset while
the bottom example is from the test set of VS100 dataset.
From left to right are the original input image, the image
focusing on foreground and the image focusing on back-
ground.
ing dense viewpoints surrounding the input), it is possible
to refocus a 2D image by adding all the light field images
together with different offsets, as shown in Figure 8.
4.6. Limitations
First, we can not handle nature images of arbitrary
scenes, as there are many scenes never being seen by our
light field dataset. But we argue that we do not need a
large amount of samples of a particular scene, as we only
need to train a network for local feature extraction. Second,
our full resolution network requires more memory cost and
training/testing time compared with the traditional encoder-
decoder network. Third, we can not synthesize novel view-
point which is far from the input one because it requires
much more information which is missing in the input.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a method to synthesize user-
desired novel views from one single input image. It is
challenging and ill-posed, and difficult for current power-
ful deep learning techniques as there does not exist suffi-
cient light field dataset for training. To tackle this prob-
lem, we first leverage a large image dataset with sparsely
labeled depth orders to train a depth predictor. We demon-
strate that combining the depth with only the local image
features extracted by a specially designed full resolution
network, novel view synthesis can be achieved on various
input images. As the full resolution network only needs to
extract local features, the current light field dataset is suffi-
cient as shown in our experiments on the VS100 dataset. So
we have made a step further in increasing the generalization
capability on this new and important task.
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